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A girl. A guy. And a talking peen. Holly Martin isn't the type to have a one-night stand. But a

crushing break up, a sexy blind date, and a few shots of Fireball is about to change all that. Matthew

Daniels is an introverted PA who claims heâ€™s too busy to date. But that doesnâ€™t stop his older

brothers from encouraging him to let loose and get out there, because as they put it - the right girl

wonâ€™t just walk up to you.But what if she does?Is it possible for a one-night stand that happens

twice, to actually become more? Could two nights of reckless debauchery actually lead to true love?

Or is this just another case of a whisky induced disaster?This Romantic Comedy is sure to have you

laughing, cringing, rolling your eyes, shouting at the pages and looking for a shot glass of your own.

**This book contains mature content (and immature content). It is intended for adult readers.
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Holly is on the rebound after a breakup and attends a Halloween party dressed as a slutty nurse.

She's been set up on a blind date and was told that her date is dressed up as a doctor. So when

Holly eyes Matthew, a physician's assistant, in scrubs, she thinks that he's her date. Matthew, who

is on the nerdy and socially isolated side, but still hot and sexy in his own way, cannot pass up this



opportunity to hang out with this mesmerizing girl. And then one thing leads to another. This story

was hilarious and filled with multiple embarrassing and awkward moments that made both Holly and

Matthew lovable. Matthew's internal monologues were so entertaining and endearing with how he

wanted to portray himself a certain way to keep Holly, but felt so out of his depth because he truly

likes this girl as more than a fling. As for Holly, she might've had her fun, but she's a serious

commitment woman at heart and doesn't think she and Matthew have a future after being so casual.

I definitely want to read more about this couple!

What happens when you have a two-night, one-night stand??? Well you just have to read this to

find out. "Does that mansion need an addition? Cause here come some more bricks." Want to learn

more about that??? Pick up this book and find out. It's better when you know what's going on.This

book had me giggling and the mayhem was great! To me, this book wasn't like her other writing, but

it's not a bad thing. I LOVE her writing but her books usually have an underlying message that make

you actually think. This one didn't but it still matches up to her other books. Not only that, but there

was a twist thrown in there too. Loved it! Loved it all! Grab your copy and ENJOY!

Love makes me a klutz, too. (Okay, I was a klutz anyhow, but love can handle the blame.) This

book just couldn't be set down after the first chapter. I found myself smiling and laughing all the way

through it, loving my new nerdy friends. The only thought I have after reading the horrible words

"THE END" is "just when in 2017?"

This was my first Ryan Ringbloom book and I loved the humor! I think she does a great job of using

the first-person, alternating narrators to have fun with humorous turns of phrase and descriptions.

The two main characters are quirky, comfortable in their quirkiness, and believable in their

connection. I have already reread some of the more humorous sections! I decided to purchase this

book after seeing on Ms. Ringbloom's author page that in the event of a zombie apocalypse she's

going to let the first one eat her brain and get it over with. I thought, "I think this person's humor will

probably jive very well with mine," and absolutely it did. :) My kids kept asking me why I was

laughing (not that I would be telling them details!).I agree with another reviewer that this book is a

little different than Ms. Ringbloom's other books - I would describe it by saying the characters in this

book are settled in life and for the most part content with themselves (and of course, this book has

the laugh-out-loud humor). Her other books have younger characters who are brought to us in the

process of evaluating the way they've been choosing to live their lives and having to move past



certain outlooks or habits. The humorous phrasing is there (the other books are also alternating

first-person narrators), but on top of the romance between two characters you have the personal

growth of characters who are learning to make the choices that will bring them personal

contentment.

Witty, sly and never disappointing, a highly entertaining and funny book that will be sure to make

you smile the entire way through! Ryan Ringbloom does it again in stunning fashion as the Daniels

boys are brought back for a hilarious and fresh new take on finding love when you least expect it!

I've never loved a group of brothers more then the Daniels! Little Matty is all grown up...and stumble

upon an unlikely romance when love falls into his lap! Fun and fast paced, The Two Night, One

Night Stand will have you swooning until the very end and squealing with delight! Absolutely love

and one of the fall's best new reads! Can't wait to see what lies in store next for the Daniels! 2017

can't come soon enough!

I devoured this book.What a fun, flirty, entertaining read. It was laugh out loud hilarious. So full of

embarrassing moments. Holly and Matthew will give you fun times and laughs, it's such a sweet

book. I mean what could be more sweet than a talking Peen?!.

I enjoyed this story from page one. I love a book that instantly draws me to the characters. A true

feel good fun story. Laughed out loud several times and smiled throughout. This author is excellent

will read more from her. Highly recommend

I loved this book. It pulled me in and kept me flipping the pages. It's witty, funny and hot. Matthew is

the sweetest and cutest nerd I've ever read about. Holly is insanely funny and a tigress. Grab this

now you won't regret it.
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